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the educational system, for all its glory in the pursuit of pure knowledge and its
application of science to technology, did not counteract the undemocratic forces that
marked German modernization. The academic doctrines of freedom of teaching
masked a political alliance between the state and the professorate that demanded
loyalty to the established imperial order in return for the privileges and perquisites of
high bureaucratic status. Professors were coopted into the bureaucracy, paid good
salaries, given security of tenure, granted the right to select their colleagues, and
awarded high rank in society as part of the ruling elite. Fritz Ringer refers to them as
members of the "German mandarin caste."23 While the higher technical institutes
trained specialists for the new industrial society, the orthodox mandarins of neo-
Kantian or neohumanist persuasion bemoaned the onset of modernity, the erosion of
kultur, and the efforts to democratize or modernize the schools.
Meanwhile, vocational and continuation schools became very popular in most
German cities as a means of training skilled workers for the industrialization of
Germany. More than any other nation, the Germans sponsored this type of education
through local institutions. The regulations of 1872, recognizing the need for an
education beyond the elementary level, looked to the establishment of intermediate,
or middle, schools for the children of artisans, small merchants, and tradesmen who
could go beyond the rudiments of education but were not expected to have the
advantages of the secondary school.
By the middle of the nineteenth century the classical gymnasium had become
the highest prestige secondary school in Germany, the preferred route to the bureau-
cracy, the army, public office, church, and university. The abitur awarded as the
certificate of achievement of a secondary education on the basis of leaving examina-
tions became, like the baccalaweat in France, an automatic key of admission to the
universities. While the gymnasium thus stood at the peak of upper class secondary
education with its major stress upon Latin and Greek as the epitome of humanistic
culture, Germany moved faster than either Britain or France to build up studies in
science, mathematics, and technology, at both the secondary and higher levels. The
modernizing revolution from above had this advantage, that it could effect changes in
education more quickly and efficiently than in the more libertarian societies.
If the universities were reluctant to accept or to promote the applications of
science to technology, the government could and did establish new institutions to do
so. Thus appeared the famous German Technische Hochschulen in the nineteenth
century to specialize in the most advanced study of the sciences and mathematics and
their application to such professional and technological fields as medicine, veterinary
science, agriculture, and engineering as well as economics, commerce, and public
administration. These technical or polytechnical institutions relatively soon acquired
university level status; indeed the trend in the twentieth century was to affiliate with
university institutions. They helped to develop the high-level manpower that speeded
Germany's modernization. They added diversification to higher education by multiply-
ing differentiated institutions. They had a similar effect upon secondary education.
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